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bstract
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an increasingly used clinical treatment for various neurological disorders, particularly movement disorders
uch as Parkinson’s disease. However, the mechanism by which these high frequency electrical pulses act on neuronal activity is unclear. Once the
timulating electrode is placed in situ, an electrode–brain interface (EBI) is created. To compensate for the lack of studies on the effects of this
eneric depth EBI on therapeutic DBS, we constructed a three-dimensional computational model of the EBI using the finite element method, in
hich the structural details and biophysical properties of the EBI are preserved. Our investigations focus on the peri-electrode space as a significant
lement of the EBI, and its physiological and pathological modulation, in particular by brain pulsation and giant cell formation. We also consider
he difference between the current fields induced by different configurations of the quadripolar electrode contacts. These results quantitatively
emonstrated that the peri-electrode space is a significant element of the EBI and its biophysical properties are modulated by brain pulsation and
iant cell formation, as well as by the choice of electrode contact configuration. This study leads to a fuller understanding of the EBI and its effects
n the crossing electric currents, and will ultimately lead to optimisation of the therapeutic effects of DBS.
2007 Elsevier Inc.
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. Introduction
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an increasingly used ther-
py for the treatment of a number of neurological disorders
8,15,17,25], which involves the uni-lateral or bi-lateral implan-
ation of multi-contact electrodes into condition-specific targets
f the brain. Once the electrode is implanted in a deep brain
egion, an electrode–brain interface (EBI) is formed, which the
timulating current must cross in order to reach the neural tar-
et. Therefore, the biophysical properties of this interface will
ffect the therapeutic outcome of stimulation. However, there
s presently no method of investigating the depth EBI as it is
mpossible to directly measure or visualise the spread of current
n the stimulated region in the human brain.
∗ Corresponding author at: Department of Clinical Neuroscience, Division
f Neuroscience and Mental Health, Faculty of Medicine, Imperial College
ondon, UK. Tel.: +44 208 8467631; fax: +44 208 3830663.
E-mail address: x.liu@ic.ac.uk (X. Liu).
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The purpose of this research is to compensate for the lack
f such quantitative investigations, by developing a biologically
ased three-dimensional structural model of the EBI based on the
nite element method (FEM [28]). This model consists of three
ain structural components: (i) the implanted electrode; (ii) the
urrounding brain tissue; (iii) a layer of peri-electrode space
urrounding the electrode, which is filled with extracellular fluid
t the acute stage during and immediately after implantation.
similar computational approach has been used in previous
tudies, however in these studies the peri-electrode space was
ot specifically defined [12,13,18].
Simulations of the structural EBI model are based on our pre-
ious in vitro morphological and in vivo physiological studies,
n which we have demonstrated that the biophysical properties
f the peri-electrode space evolve over time. It was observed
hat giant cell type reactions occur at the surface of implanted
BS electrodes [19], and were present irrespective of the dura-
ion of implantation, and as early as 2 weeks post-implantation,
s seen in other studies [2]. Furthermore, by recording through
he implanted electrode in situ, we observed a low-frequency
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lectrode potential across four different brain regions, and four
eurological conditions [27]. This LFP component was mod-
lated in frequency and amplitude during mild exercise, and
his modulation was correlated to that of the simultaneously
ecorded blood pressure signal. These results suggest that the
lectrode potential is influenced by brain pulsation, which dis-
urbs the electric charge on the electrode surface, and induces a
easurable a potential change [27].
In the current study we present a three-dimensional model of
he EBI containing the peri-electrode space and simulate our pre-
ious studies [19,27]. This model is based on the generic features
f the peri-electrode space in the depth EBI, which are indepen-
ent of the structure of the surrounding brain tissue specific to
he electrode location, the neurological disorder treated by stim-
lation, and of the instrumentation used. We used this model to
ocus on the specific influence of the peri-electrode space on the
lectric field induced by DBS. In particular, the effects of: (i)
he physiological modulation of the EBI due to brain pulsation;
ii) the pathological formation of giant cells; (iii) different con-
act configurations of the quadripolar electrode, are quantified
o demonstrate that the inclusion of the peri-electrode space in
he EBI model is critical, in particular when considering the dis-
ribution of the stimulation-induced electric field during acute
ersus chronic stages of DBS.
. Materials and methods
.1. The electrode–brain interface and its structural FEM mode
We defined the EBI based on the generic structural composition of the inter-
ace, as seen in histology images of the region around implanted depth electrodes
19,21], and in a post-mortem examination of the stimulation site in a DBS
atient case study [3] (Fig. 1a). Hence, the EBI consists of: (i) the implanted
BS electrode(s) based on the manufacturer’s description of the quadripolar
lectrode (model 3389, Medtronic, MN) (Fig. 1b); (ii) the surrounding brain
t
a
t
a
t
ig. 1. Structural definition of the electrode–brain interface (EBI): (a) an MRI of the i
left upper corner) and the electrode–brain interface (right lower corner), (b) schemat
f four contacts (numbered 0–3), the surrounding neural tissue, and the “peri-electrod
s created in COMSOL multiphysics. This structural model takes into account the det
f 0.25 mm in thickness, and a cylinder of neural tissue of 10 mm in radius.ulletin 74 (2007) 361–368
issue; (iii) a layer of peri-electrode space surrounding the implanted electrode,
hich is filled with extracellular fluid in the acute stage, and reactive cells in the
hronic stage. The modelling package COMSOL Multiphysics 3.3 [7] was used
o create a three-dimensional FEM model of the interface (Fig. 1c). The finite
lement method allows us to model a three-dimensional structure by discretising
t into smaller volumes, in order to estimate the solution to a partial differential
quation, which describes the electric field distribution over a bounded volume
28]. The volume was meshed into 119,512 tetrahedral elements using a Delau-
ay meshing algorithm [7] within COMSOL, and further increasing the number
f elements did not improve the accuracy of the solution. The peri-electrode
pace was arbitrarily defined as 0.25 mm thick, in order to be wide enough to
llow the FEM mesh in this layer to contain up to four elements and ensure the
ccuracy of the solution, while remaining small compared to the dimensions of
he electrode and surrounding tissue. Halving or doubling this thickness creates
n average of <2% difference in the percentage changes between conditions.
The potential distribution induced by stimulation was calculated by solving
he Poisson equation, and assuming that there are no internal current sources
ithin the bounded region:
· σ∇V = 0
here V is the potential (measured in V), and σ is the conductivity (measured
n S/m). The mean conductivity values of the brain tissue were defined based
n previous biological studies. As we focus on the peri-electrode space, we did
ot account for detailed anatomy of the brain, and hence the surrounding brain
issue was modelled as a homogenous cylinder of grey matter, with conductivity
s σtissue = 0.2 S/m [11]. To simulate the EBI at the acute stage, during which the
eri-electrode space is filled by extracellular fluid (ECF), we used the value of
ECF = 1.7 S/m [23] for this layer. These values [10] are robust, as doubling or
alving conductivity values only creates an average difference of <2% between
ercentage changes across conditions.
In order to simulate the injected current, the active contacts were set to the
esired stimulating potential in volts, and the outer boundary of the cylinder of
urrounding tissue (which is 10 mm in distance from the surface of the electrode)
as constrained to 0 V via Dirichlet boundary conditions. For monopolar stim-
lation this boundary condition represents the stimulator case being grounded
o zero volts, as in clinical practice. For bipolar stimulation, electrode contacts
re activated with opposite polarity. The choice of Dirichlet boundary condi-
ions at the outer boundary did not affect the field shape in the bipolar case, and
ffected the absolute value of the potential only by ∼1%. The non-active con-
acts and insulating parts of the implanted electrode were bound using Neumann
mplanted quadripolar DBS electrode in situ with enlargements of the electrode
ic representation of the EBI consisting of the implanted electrode with an array
e space” in between, and (c) the structure of the three-dimensional FEM model,
ailed geometry of the electrode (Medtronic model 3389), a peri-electrode space
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onditions, which constrain the derivative of the electric potential through these
oundaries to be zero.
.2. Physiological modulation of the EBI
We examined the modulation of the induced potential distribution by brain
ulsation, as shown by our previous physiological study [27]. We assumed that
s blood flows into the brain in the acute stage post-implantation, two effects
ccur on the biophysical properties of the EBI:
. Change in the conductivity of the surrounding tissue, as blood has higher
conductivity than brain tissue.
. As blood perfuses into the brain, the intra-cranial pressure increases, as does
the pressure on the electrode surface. Furthermore, during electrode implan-
tation an uneven distribution of pressure may occur as a result of craniotomy.
In this case, the ECF in the peri-electrode space may flow to a region of lower
pressure along the electrode trajectory towards the burr hole, and therefore
the thickness of the peri-electrode space may change. Changes in both pres-
sure on the electrode surface and thickness of the peri-electrode space will
alter the biophysical properties of the electrode–brain interface.
We take a combination of these two factors into account, and quantified these
hanges as follows:
. The intra-cranial volume and pressure changes were calculated based on the
calculations of Alperin et al. [1], using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
measurements of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and blood flow. In their study,
the volume change was calculated from the net transcranial CSF and blood
volumetric flow rates, which gave a change of between 0.3 and 1.3 ml in total
brain volume per cardiac cycle in healthy volunteers. In the present study,
to simulate the effect that brain pulsation may have on the electrode–brain
interface, we used the value of 1.3 ml or 0.09% (1.3 ml/1400 ml) to represent
the total volume change for a closed cranium, and to simulate the maximally
possible effect of brain pulsation on the EBI in an opened cranium during
electrode implantation.
. The brain consists of 16% extracellular fluid (ECF). The rest is grey
and white matter in a 2:3 ratio, such that grey matter constitutes 33.6%
and white matter constitutes 50.4%. Impedance of grey matter plus
16% ECF: (0.16 × 60) + (0.84 × 350) = 303.6. Plus the perfused in volume
of blood: (0.0009 × 150) + (0.16 × 60) + (0.84 × 350) = 303.735. This is a
0.04% change in the impedance, and conductivity.
. This value yields a change in conductivity from 0.2000 S/m to a maximum
of 0.2001 S/m.
. Finally, when blood perfuses into the brain, the 0.09%, increase in brain
volume by may induce an equivalent volume change of the peri-electrode
space, which would result in a 0.12% decrease in the thickness from 0.250
to 0.247 mm.
.3. Giant cell reactions
Accounting for the pathological growth of giant cells at the electrode surface
19], it was assumed that the conductivity of this giant cell layer in chronic stages
ill be much lower than that of ECF and of grey matter and therefore we set the
onductivity of the peri-electrode space to 0.125 S/m, which is equivalent to the
eported values for white matter. This is comparable with values used for the
ncapsulation layer in previous modelling studies [18].
.4. Electrode contact conﬁgurationThe stimulation settings commonly used in clinical practice are monopolar
nd bipolar configurations, and we simulated the electric fields induced by these
ettings, while keeping the overall potential difference applied in all simulations
dentical. We examined what effect (i) the inclusion of the peri-electrode space
nd (ii) the changes within this space, have on the fields induced by monopolar
nd bipolar settings.
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.5. Quantiﬁcation
The simulation results are presented as the potential distribution (V) as
btained directly from Poisson’s equation, or as the electric field (E) distribution,
here E is calculated by the following equation:
= −∇V
The electric field E is a measure of the how the electric potential changes
ver space, and is proportional to the current density. Note that E is a three-
imensional vector and was plotted using its ‘norm’, which is calculated, using
he standard definition for the norm of a vector:
norm =
√
(E2X + E2Y + E2Z)
In order to quantify the difference between contact settings, the percentage
ifference between average potential values was quantified using the following
quation:
ercentage change =
(
value 2 − value 1
value 1
)
× 100%
The electric field was sampled at 120 intervals in a radius around contact
, and the field was averaged within each 30◦ phase to give 12 measurements
360◦) of average field strength. We calculated the percentage change of field
trength between conditions and present these results with ±1 standard devia-
ion. We used a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to quantify the difference
n percentage changes between content of the peri-electrode space (homoge-
ous tissue, ECF, or giant cells), and the electrode configuration (monopolar or
ipolar).
. Results
.1. The EBI with and without the peri-electrode space
Our current model differs from previous theoretical
pproaches by including and focusing on the peri-electrode
pace, in order to examine what effect the inclusion of the
eri-electrode space has on the potential distribution induced
y DBS. Compared with an EBI without a peri-electrode space,
.e., the electrode is surrounded by homogenous brain tissue
right half, Fig. 2a), the ECF layer allows the potential to spread
urther over distance (left half, Fig. 2a). This is intuitive, as the
onductivity of extra-cellular fluid is higher than that of grey
atter, and therefore the ECF provides a path of least resistance
hrough which current flows. The electric field strength attains
40% decrease at the fluid-tissue interface when the ECF layer
s present, compared with the equivalent measurement when the
CF layer is discarded. This can be further demonstrated by the
ross-section curves in Fig. 2b. In the ECF case (solid line) this
urve is comprised of two components: the first reflecting the
urrent passing through the ECF layer with little attenuation,
the shunting effect’; and the second reflecting the current pass-
ng through the homogenous brain tissue. However, when the
CF filled peri-electrode space is not present (dashed line) the
urve through the tissue declines more rapidly over distance.
.2. EBI with giant cell reactions
Giant cell formation alters the structure and the biophys-
cal properties of the peri-electrode space, as the giant cell
embrane has lower conductivity (0.125 S/m) than extracellular
uid. Fig. 3 shows cross-sections through the potential distribu-
ion of the model containing an ECF layer (acute), or a giant
364 N. Yousif et al. / Brain Research B
Fig. 2. This figure shows the difference in the (a) potential distribution when the
peri-electrode space surrounding the implanted electrode is filled with fluid (left)
or forms part of the homogenous surrounding tissue (right). (b) The cross-section
through the electric field distribution in the ECF (solid line) and homogenous
tissue (dashed line) cases. These cross-sections are measured radially outwards
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srom the surface of contact zero. The figures show that the induced potential dis-
ribution spreads further into the tissue when there is a ECF-filled peri-electrode
pace included in the model.
ell layer (chronic). Due to the shunting effect through the ECF-
lled layer, and the shielding effect of the low-conductivity giant
ells, the magnitude of the electric potential at a given distance
s consistently less in the chronic case than in the acute case.
his result is consistent for monopolar and bipolar stimulation
ettings, and for both directions measured. If we set a hypothet-
cal activation threshold at −0.5 V, for example (dotted line in
ig. 3), there will be a difference in the effective range of activa-
ion between the ECF state and the giant cell state of ∼1.4 mm in
istance during monopolar stimulation (Fig. 3a), and ∼0.4 mm
n bipolar stimulation (Fig. 3c).
.3. Modulation of brain pulsation on the EBI
As blood rhythmically perfuses into the brain, there is
n increase in tissue conductance and an increase in the
ressure on the electrode surface. During the acute stage, the
hickness of the space around the implanted electrode may
lso be reduced. Over a heart beat cycle, the conductance
f the surrounding brain tissue increases from 0.2000 S/m to
maximum of 0.2001 S/m. Meanwhile, the pressure on the
lectrode increases, and the thickness of the peri-electrode space
ecreases. Taken together, our simulations showed that the aver-
o
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ge induced potential in the surrounding tissue could increase by
.34 ± 0.29% (mean ± standard deviation) during monopolar
nd by 0.41 ± 0.32% during bipolar stimulation. This suggested
hat physiological brain pulsation causes a measurable but small
ffect on the stimulation potential distribution in the surrounding
issue, which was increased during bipolar stimulation.
.4. EBI with different electric ﬁelds in monopolar and
ipolar settings
The qualitative differences in the spatial distribution of the
lectric field were investigated further in three-dimensions and
how that during monopolar stimulation, in which contact 0 is
et at −2 V, the electric field spreads radially outwards from the
ctive contact, which is consistent with the view that a ‘far-field
ipole’ is created between the active contact and the case of the
mplantable pulse generator (IPG) (Fig. 4a).
For bipolar stimulation, both contacts 0 and 1 were activated
t ±1 V, in order to maintain a comparable potential difference of
V. The field surrounding the electrode forms a typical ‘near-
eld dipole’ with the electric field centred around contacts 0
nd 1 (Fig. 4b). These results indicated that bipolar stimulation
as a smaller range of effect than monopolar stimulation. We
uantified this difference by measuring the field at a distance of
mm from the electrode, in a perimeter around contact 0, and
ound that monopolar stimulation induced a field which was
0 ± 5% stronger than the bipolar field.
We quantified the percentage difference between cases for
onopolar and bipolar settings. Fig. 5 shows measurements of
he electric field distribution at the peri-electrode space and
rain interface along the surface of the electrode, in three
ases: (i) with no peri-electrode space, (ii) with ECF filled peri-
lectrode space and (iii) with giant cells. Our results showed
hat the inclusion of an ECF layer resulted in the field strength
eing underestimated by 37.2 ± 0.5% during monopolar stim-
lation and 58.2 ± 0.8% during bipolar stimulation (left-hand
ar, Fig. 5c). Conversely, if giant cells were not modelled, the
imulations overestimated the field strength by 14.1 ± 0.04%
nd 17.1 ± 0.04% (centre bar, Fig. 5c). Comparing acute to
hronic stages, we found that inclusion of an ECF layer pre-
icted a greater field strength than in the giant cell condition
y 37.4 ± 0.3% and 47.7 ± 0.3% (p < 0.0001, n = 12) (right-
and bar, Fig. 5c). Our two-way ANOVA showed that these
ifferences are consistently larger in bipolar setting than in
onopolar setting (p < 0.0001, n = 12), and the changes in the
eld strength over conditions interacted with the electrode set-
ings (p < 0.0001, n = 12).
. Discussion
The present structural model of DBS was used to inves-
igate an important issue of what effect the EBI has on the
timulation-induced potential distribution, focusing on the effect
f the inclusion and modulation of the peri-electrode space.
he injected current must pass through the peri-electrode space
efore reaching the surrounding tissue, however the effect of
his interface was overlooked in several previous computational
N. Yousif et al. / Brain Research Bulletin 74 (2007) 361–368 365
Fig. 3. The figures show the difference between the cross-sections through the potential distributions created around the simulated electrode, when the electrode
is surrounded either by giant cells or by ECF. Two stimulation setting are shown: monopolar −2 V stimulation via contact 0 (plots (a) and (b)) and bipolar ±1 V
s ion th
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ntimulation via contacts 0 and 1 (plots (c) and (d)), with a hypothetical activat
rom contact surface radially outwards into the surrounding tissue, and in (b) an
otential is consistently induced in the ECF case.
odelling studies [4–6,26]. We defined the biophysical proper-
ies of the model based on previous biological measurements,
nder three conditions in vivo: (i) acutely filled with extracellu-
ar fluid [24]; (ii) chronically filled by reactive giant cells [19];
iii) dynamically modulated by brain pulsation [27]. Our results
howed that in the acute stage following implantation, when the
e
t
a
d
ig. 4. Electric field lines of (a) monopolar stimulation of −2 V via contact 0; (b) b
ear-field dipole around the two active contacts, whilst monopolar stimulation inducereshold at −0.5 V (grey line). In (a) and (c), the fields are plotted as distance
distance is zeroed at the centre of the fields. In all cases, a larger magnitude of
eri-electrode space is filled by extracellular fluid, this layer pro-
uces a ‘shunting effect’ as reflected by less attenuation of the
lectric field over distance compared with other conditions. In
he chronic stage the properties of the peri-electrode space are
ltered by the growth of giant cells which we have shown pro-
uce a ‘shielding effect’ on the injected current passing through
ipolar stimulation of ±1 V at contacts 0 and 1. Bipolar stimulation induces a
s a far-field dipole between the single active contact and the IPG case.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of electric field distribution measured axially at the interface between the peri-electrode space and the surrounding tissue during (a) monopolar
and (b) bipolar stimulation. Three situations are shown: (i) with a layer of ECF in the peri-electrode space; (ii) with no peri-electrode space at all; (iii) when the space
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ws filled by the growth of giant cells. The quantitative difference between the in
n three cases: (i) homogenous tissue compared to including a ECF layer; (ii)
CF layer to a giant cell layer. These percentage changes show that the conten
timulation than monopolar stimulation.
he EBI, i.e., the decline in potential intensity is more rapid than
n the ECF case, and subsequently the volume of tissue activated
ill be significantly reduced. This confirms the clinical observa-
ion that the therapeutic effects of DBS may gradually become
ess effective over time. One may argue that the overall stable
linical benefit of DBS for years after implantation suggests that
he significance of giant cell formation is limited. However, we
ould like to point out that the impact of the giant cell growth
n the current distribution may be profound in the short period
f weeks to months following implantation, as there is often a
eed to gradually increase the intensity of the stimulation. In this
ase, although the therapeutic effect is maintained, the energy
onsumption is increased so that the life expectancy of the stim-
lator battery is reduced and battery replacement becomes more
requent. This change cannot be associated with the progression
f the disease, but as our study suggests may be due to factors
uch as giant cell growth at the interface. This can be validated
y accurate impedance measurements of the EBI during the
ransition from the acute to the chronic stages post-implantation.In comparison with giant cell growth over a period of weeks,
he physiological modulation of the EBI due to brain pulsation
ccurs over a much smaller timescale of seconds. Our results
howed that the brain pulsation had a measurable but small effect
4
mfield strengths are shown in (c), for both monopolar and bipolar stimulation,
genous tissue compared to including a layer of giant cells; (iii) comparing an
ct of the peri-electrode space on the induced electric field is greater in bipolar
n the potential distribution in the surrounding tissue. To fully
valuate the significance of this small scale modulation under
hysiological conditions, the following factors need to be taken
nto consideration: (1) The small modulation values over a car-
iac cycle were likely to be underestimated as only the resistive,
ot the time-dependent reactive, component of the EBI was sim-
lated due to the static nature of the current structural model;
2) though the impact on the large amplitude stimulation current
ay be small, this may have more profound effects on the accu-
ate amplitude measurement of local field potentials of a fewV
rossing the EBI in the opposite direction [27]; (3) the electrical
harges generated by the metal electrode and the ECF may be
urther polarised by the injected electrical current during deep
rain stimulation in the acute stage. A recent study [22] showed
hat in acute subthalamic stimulation for Parkinson’s disease, the
agnitude of the low-frequency electrode potential gradually
eclined over a period of minutes after the stimulation ceased,
hich correlated with the gradual reappearance of symptoms..1. Computational considerations
As with any computational modelling study, the assumptions
ade and the scope of the work must be considered carefully. For
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xample the current model investigated the potential distribution
nduced by DBS via the solution of Poisson’s equation over a
hree-dimensional structure. However, a clear shortcoming of
his model is that there is no temporal aspect to the solution.
revious work has utilised a Fourier-FEM method for introduc-
ng time dependence into such models [5], and has shown that
onsideration of time-dependence and the shape of the stimu-
us waveform allows a more accurate estimation of the volume
f tissue activated by DBS (by 20%). Other studies have con-
idered the effect of the stimulus waveform, as well as the
issue properties on the electrode impedance which is measured
ntra-operatively [4]. In the current work, we used a quasi-static
pproximation to look at the field shape created, and the per-
entage difference between the potential distributions created
n different stimulation paradigms. Therefore, as we did not
xplicitly comment on the absolute range of the field, the use
f quasi-static approximation is unlikely to have affected our
onclusions. Future work should extend the current approach
n order to account for the time dependence of the stimulation
urrent, as well as the electrode impedance changes by coupling
time-dependent FEM model to a complete electrode model of
he instrumentation.
Another way to extend the mathematical approach used in
ur current study would be to utilise a combined boundary ele-
ent method (BEM) and FEM technique to deal with the thin
hells. For example, recent work of a shell model of the whole
ead highlighted the limitations of a FEM approach for solving
odels which contain multiple thin layers [16]. In the previous
ase the author focused on the scalp, skull, CSF, etc., whereas
n the present case the thin layer of peri-electrode space sur-
ounding the electrode may be a source of error for the results.
owever, such errors are not likely to influence our conclusions,
s we have looked at the relative differences between different
onditions.
An important issue regarding the approach taken in this study
s why a FEM solution was simulated rather than finding an ana-
ytical solution of Poisson’s equation? By definition, the finite
lement method is an approximation of the precise solution to
partial differential equation over a specified region. Poisson’s
quation can be solved analytically, and therefore precisely for
shelled cylinder. Therefore, it would be possible to approxi-
ate the structure of the EBI defined here by a shelled cylinder,
nd solve precisely for this structure. However, making such
n approximation would still result in an error in the calcu-
ated potential distribution induced by DBS. Once more, as
e are concerned with the relative differences between stim-
lation paradigms, the errors introduced by FEM become less
ignificant.
.2. Interaction between EBI and electrode conﬁguration
The multi-contact electrodes used in neurostimulation can be
onfigured to match the contact and target positions without the
eed to surgically change electrode location. We investigated
he effect of the content of the peri-electrode space on such
ontact configurations and their electric potential distributions
sing our EBI model. We demonstrated that monopolar stim-
t
c
v
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lation produced a long-field dipole with a more far-reaching
nd quantifiably stronger potential distribution, compared to the
mall-field dipole induced by the bipolar stimulation (Fig. 4).
ecent studies support this result [9] by showing that bipolar
timulation does not cause electrical artefacts during routine
lectrodiagnostic procedures whereas monopolar stimulation
oes; and calculations of the distance of maximum activation
roduced by monopolar and bipolar stimulation settings with
qual intensity, found the difference to be up to 3.9 mm. There-
ore, when considering the size and shape of the target nucleus,
n addition to adjusting the current intensity to control the vol-
me of brain tissue being activated, the selection of monopolar or
ipolar settings may also be helpful in optimising the therapeutic
timulation and reducing unwanted side effects. It is important
o note however, that the IPG sets the voltage with a reference at
ither a nearby contact (bipolar), or the IPG case (monopolar).
herefore, in addition to the differential potential, the absolute
oltage of each activated contact needs to be taken into consider-
tion. These results may help to explain the clinical observation
hat, to maximally stimulate the globus pallidus interna, bipo-
ar stimulation via contacts 0 and 3, or monopolar stimulation
ia contact 0 are optimal; whereas monopolar stimulation via
ontact 3 could also minimise tremor (though not as well), but
aused more abnormal involuntary movements [20]. Another
ecent study on the direct effect of subthalamic nucleus stim-
lation on levodopa-induced peak-dose dyskinesia in patients
ith Parkinson’s disease [14], suggests that bipolar STN-DBS
ith contacts placed above the STN used as an anode appears
o represent a useful option for simultaneously controlling both
he cardinal symptoms of PD and dyskinesia.
In the present study, we revealed the effects of includ-
ng an ECF filled peri-electrode space, and of modelling the
rowth of giant cells on the two stimulation paradigms. In
oth monopolar and bipolar settings neglecting the ECF filled
eri-electrode space leads to underestimating the field strength
nduced, whereas ignoring the growth of giant cells results in
n overestimation. We found that the effect of ECF presence
nd giant cell growth is more pronounced in bipolar than in
onopolar settings. This is intuitive based on the knowledge
hat the electric field created in bipolar stimulation is a small
eld dipole, and therefore changes at the peri-electrode space
re able to distort the field. Conversely, monopolar stimulation
reates a large distance dipole, and therefore local changes at
he peri-electrode space have less impact on the field shape and
trength. These results indicate that the inclusion of the peri-
lectrode space is essential to accurately predicting the electric
eld shape and strength in simulations of the implanted DBS
lectrode.
.3. Implications and conclusions
This study is largely based on the currently used implantable
ulse generator, which is a voltage-controlled device, and
he electrostatic model presented here simulates such voltage-
ontrolled stimulation. With such a device the size of brain
olume being activated is highly dependent on the tissue con-
uctivity, and as the conductivity decreases during the transition
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rom the acute to the chronic stage, the amount of current spread
nto brain tissue also decreases. This electrostatic structural
odel may serve as a base for future study of current-controlled
ulse generators, as changes in the tissue conductivity are auto-
atically compensated by the stimulator, therefore maintaining
onstant activation despite the changes at the EBI.
The structural model presented here replicates experimen-
al evidence showing that the shape and extent of the electric
eld created by DBS is modulated by physiological and patho-
ogical factors affecting the EBI, which in turn influences the
onfiguration of the multi-contact electrode. In particular, we
ave shown that the field induced by the same intensity of stim-
lation during acute stages is stronger than that induced in the
hronic stage. This is due to both the shunting effect through
he high-conductivity ECF layer, and the shielding effect of the
ow-conductivity giant cells. This has implications for predic-
ion of current settings made based on such models at these
ifferent stages post-implantation. Furthermore, these differ-
nces are more significant for the near-field dipoles induced
y bipolar stimulation than the far-field dipoles of monopo-
ar stimulation. Therefore, the computational approach and the
esults of this study should aid to achieve a better understand-
ng of the spread of current induced by DBS. Further modelling
ork aims to make predictions for stimulation paradigms by
aking the clinical situation of individual patients into consider-
tion.
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